Abstract: A beam data modelling algorithm was developed by solving the linear Boltzmann Transport Equation (BTE). The Linear Boltzmann Transport Equation (LBTE) is a form of the
I. Introduction
Computerized Treatment Planning Systems (TPS) are used in external beam radiotherapy to simulate beam shapes and dose distribution with the intent to optimize tumour control and minimize normal complications [7] . Treatment simulations involve the geometric and radiological aspects of the treatment and it is based on radiation transport and optimization principles. TPS facilitate prescribed dose delivery in which a number of the patient data and of the tumour parameters have to be taken into consideration such as the shape, size, depth etc. Following acquisition of a new TPS, it is necessary to perform the commissioning tests, a process which involves the entry of beam data measured at the linear accelerator into the TPS for precise modelling of the dose distribution. Beam profiles and Percentage depth doses (PDD) are some of the most important beam characteristics required for the commissioning of the TPS. The profiles and the PDD combine to form the isodose curves which determine the dose distribution in the treatment plan of a radiotherapy patient. The profile tails also determine the penumbra size of the dose distribution which plays a significant role in the total dose distribution. An improvement in the penumbra size of the profile will lead to a better dose distribution. The modelling of the beam data is done using the TPS software. The accuracy of the model depends on the software parameters [3] . There are several algorithms contained in the TPS software that play different roles, the dose calculation algorithms among these play the central role of calculating dose distribution within the target volume [1] . Algorithms are a sequence of instructions that use a set of input patient and dosimetric data to transforming the information into a set of desired output results [8] . For every algorithm, the precision of the dose calculation depends on the input parameters. Different types of dose calculation algorithms are used in modern TPS. The early TPS calculation methods were based on tabular representation of the dose distribution obtained directly from beam measurements. As time went by, calculation models become more sophisticated as computation power grew. TPS calculation algorithms progressively matured towards more physically based models. The most advanced current algorithms are based on the Monte Carlo approach where the histories of many millions of photons are traced as they interact with matter using basic physics interactions. There is a full range of possibilities between table-based models and Monte Carlo models. For every algorithm, the quality of the dose calculation is strongly dependent on the data or parameters used by the algorithm and its accuracy to predict dose rely on the assumptions and approximations that the algorithm makes. The type and quantity of the data needed varies according to the model. Usually, for measurement based models a lot of tables are required, whereas for physical based models only some parameters are necessary. Good understanding of the algorithms used within the TPS can help the user understand the strength and limitations of the particular algorithm. This can also help the user diagnose TPS problems and develop a quality assurance (QA) protocol. It is important to understand the general principles of the model and its implementation details. The model parameters and input data have a significant impact on the accuracy of the calculated results. Even if the model is able to account for a given physical effect, the actual implementation in the treatment planning software is often simplified, leading to inaccurate or unexpected results in certain situations. Because of these situations an independent way of checking the algorithms accuracy in beam modelling is vital to achieve a proper QA exercise. Following the acceptance and commissioning tests of a computerized TPS, a quality assurance program should be established to verify the performance of the system. Several ways of carrying out the quality assurance has been proposed in the literature [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] . It is necessary that each Department develop its own protocol based on the availability of relevant equipment and according to local requirements, using standard methods as guideline.
In this study, the linear Boltzmann transport equation (LBTE) was solved following the numerical methods described by Lewis et al. [9] , a programming code was developed for the LBTE and run on a CMS XiO treatment planning system to generate beam profiles and PDD. The generated beam data were compared with experimentally measured and analyzed data.
II. Methods And Material
The Boltzmann transport equation (BTE) is the governing equation which describes the macroscopic behaviour of radiation particles like photons, electrons, neutrons, protons, etc. as they travel through and interact with matter. The Linear Boltzmann transport equation (LBTE) is a form of the BTE which assumes that radiation particles only interact with the matter they are passing through and not with each other. This is valid for conditions in the absence of external magnetic fields. There are different ways of solving the LBTE, however, the numerical method proposed by Lewis et al., [9] is the method of choice for solving the equation explicitly. The LTBE was solved using a similar method by Vassiliev et al. [15] : 
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is the restricted collisional plus radiative stopping power, The first term on the left hand side of equations 1 and 2 is the streaming operator. The second term on the left hand side of equations 1 and 2 is the collision or removal operator. Equation 2 is the Boltzmann Fokker-Planck transport equation [11] [12] , which is solved for the electron transport. In Equation 2, the third term on the left represents the continuous slowing down (CSD) operator, which accounts for Coulomb "soft" electron collisions. The right hand side of Equations 1 and 2 include the scattering, production, and the external source terms ( y q and e q ). The scattering and production sources are defined by: 
Experimental determination of radiation beam profiles and PDDs
A pre-calibrated Eleckta precise clinical linear accelerator was used to collect the beam data (profile and PDD). The profile and the PDD data were collected by following the guideline recommended by the CMS XiO beam modelling guide [14] 2 . Scans were also acquired at an increment depth of 1 mm up to the deepest obtainable depth. Once all scans were acquired for both 6 and 18 MeV photon beams, they were compared with the computed ones using the algorithm above. The experimental set up for the measurement is shown in figure 2 below. % (vector (r)') =TERMA at depth includes the energy retained by the photon. % Plots a Linearized Boltzmann distribution Equations % for dose calculation. % THIS PROGRAMME SOLVE THE EQUATION (8) % D(i)=int_0 ^inffy *dE*int_4*pi ^inffy *d(\omega)vector *\frac \sigma_ED % ^e (r(vector), E)/\rho(vector)*r(vector)*\psi^e (r,E,\omega(all vector)) max=input('maximum time'); l=input('length'); stepx=input('dx=1') stept=input('dt=0.1') maxt=10; x=0:stepx:1; t=0:stept:maxt; u=zeros(length(x),length(t)) r=(step)/(stepx*stepx); u(1,:)=input('boundary temperature')*ones(size(t)); for j=1:length(t)-1; for i=2:length(x)-1; u(i, j+1)=r*u(i-1, j)+(1-2*r)*u(i,j)+r*u(i+1,j); end end 
III. Results

Scanned data for 6 MeV photon beam
Below are the results of the measured vs calculated PDDs and profiles. The coloured lines ( ) represents the calculated PDDs and profiles while the black line ( ) represents the measured ones. 
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IV. Discussion And Conclusion
The results of the normal PDDs determined at reference depth of 10 cm for different field sizes against the calculated PDDs for the 6 MeV photon beam are represented in figs.3.1(a) and (b). The calculated PDDs completely overlaps the measured PDDs as observed in fig.3.1(a) for the small field size while there is a shift in the PDD tail for large field size as observed in fig. 3.1(b) . However the shift is negligible. For the wedge PDDs, the shift between the measured PDDs and the calculated occurs at the D max region and it increases with increase in field size as observed in figs 3.2(a) and (b). This may be due to inability of the algorithm to model the fluence calculation for wedge [7] [8] . The results of the normal PPDs for the 18 MeV photon beam which are presented in figs. 3.6(a) and (b) follows a similar pattern to those of the 6 MeV photon beam. The calculated PDDs completely overlap the measured PDDs. Electron contamination has been shown to increase in larger field sizes and higher photon energy [10] , this is evident in the result of the 18 MeV photon beam presented in figs. 3.7 (a) and (b). The electron contamination in the smaller field size (3 x 3 cm 2 ) PDD in fig. 3 .7(a) is much lesser compared to that of the 12 x 12 cm 2 PDD, this is because electron contamination is mostly caused by the components (i.e. flattening filter, collimators, monitor chamber, etc) in the head of the LINAC. When collimator opening is decrease (i.e. small field size), the electron contamination also decreases as part of the electron source would have been shielded by the collimator blocks.
The variation of dose occurring on a line perpendicular to the central beam axis at a certain depth is known as the beam profile. It represents how dose is altered at points away from the central beam axis. There is also a slight shift between calculated in-plane profiles as shown in figs. , this is of less concern since most clinical field sizes are lesser. Generally, there is an improvement in the tail region of all the calculated profiles; the region that determines the penumbra of the beam. The penumbra is the region of rapid dose fall off located at the edge of a beam. It is usually considered to be the part of the dose that lies between 20 and 80 % of the central axis dose. The slight shift between calculated and measured PDDs and profiles is negligible.
Generally, there is a good agreement between the measured beam data and the calculated ones as shown in the results using the algorithm. This algorithm can be implemented as an in-house algorithm for modelling photon beam data and also as an independent quality assurance tool for checking the accuracy of clinical TPS algorithms with regards to beam data modelling during commissioning and annual QA checks.
